CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

4.1 Conclusion

There are ways in which people deliver their intention, one of them by giving suggestion. The suggestion is uttered to help people when they got a problem; it is used to help the hearer to do something based on the speaker’s intention. In this study, the writer focuses in analyzing the speech acts of suggestion found in MasterChef U.S. season 7th.

Based on analysis of the data, there are three findings of this study. First, to find three types of speech act of suggestion that are used by the participants in the Masterchef including direct, conventionalized, and indirect suggestion. Then to find the dominant type of speech acts of suggestion that is used.

There are three types of suggestion occur in this reality show, they are : direct, conventionalized, and indirect suggestion. From 18 utterances that contain speech act of suggestion, the occurrences of direct suggestion occurs six times (7), conventionalized suggestion occurs ten times (10), indirect suggestion occurs one time (1). The percentage of direct suggestion is (38.9%), conventionalized suggestion is (55.6%) and indirect suggestion is (5.5%).

The second, to find the are several stategy that are used by the participants including imperative, negative imperative, should, need, probability and posibility and hint. From 18 utterances that contain speech act of suggestion, the occurrences of imperative occurs five times (5), negativ imperative occurs two times (2), should occurs two times (2), need occurs seven times (7), pbability and possibility occurs one time (1) and hint occurs one ime (1).

The dominant type of suggestion that is used in Master Chef Season 7th is conventionalized suggestion which is uttered by the speaker by using five strategies of Martinez-Flor including should, need, probability and possibility.
Convensionalized suggestion is mostly used because it is influenced by the concept of the reality show. Convensionalized type is considered as the most common type and because it is used everyday life. It is different from direct and indirect type. the use of conventionalized occurs dominantly in the reality show because the speaker wants the hearer to easily understand the intention of suggestion.